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HIGHLIGHTS

Symbolizing an important mark in the 

American history, the Gateway Arch reminds 

us of evolution and mobility like the soft 

silhouette of Eero armchair.

With an imposing structure, Eero’s colors 

and textures remind us of the arch and its 

park, with beautiful green foliage. Just like 

the Arch represents an expansion, Eero will 

create new paths and unite styles in your 

living room.

“Porus Studio blends Portuguese craftsmanship, different aesthetic and lifestyles.”

Sweeping the contour of the this 

piece are 14 led lights inspired by 

the stars along the sidewalks. With a 

structure made in polished brass with 

lacquered details, this mirror promises 

to be the jewel of your décor.
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EERO | ARMCHAIR

HOLLYWOOD | MIRROR
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HIGHLIGHTS

Designed by Vanessa Deleon exclusively 

for Porus Studio, the Orbit coffee table 

will be a statement piece for your living 

room. Making allusion to the planets and 

the celestial bodies in orbit, the perfect 

match between marble and brushed 

brass balls will elevate your home décor 

with its exclusive design. 
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WESTINGHOUSE | CENTER TABLE

ORBIT | CENTER TABLE

Eternal, that’s exactly what Porus Studio 

designers were thinking about when they 

designed the Westinghouse Center Table. It is 

your timeless center table, where you can keep 

your most loved objects. The Westinghouse 

Center Table has an outstanding marble top 

that displays a gray dramatic veining that results 

in thick, predominate patterns, the structure is 

in wood lacquered in gold with brown patina. 

by Vanessa Deleon for Porus©

“All products are minutely designed and produced, always transforming sights from all over the world into luxury living protagonists.” 
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ABOUTABOUT
BREATHE OUT CREATIVITY AT ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST DESIGN SHOW

Porus Studio is back to New York to connect its highlighted contemporary pieces to the ones who 

experience the modern design power daily. In a tour along Emotional Brands For Elbra booth, you 

can discover some of the most luxurious creations designed by Porus, which will make you look 

through its vision of the world.

Porus Studio luxury pieces transpire emotion through modern recreations of hidden treasures 

all around the world. Over continuous research for new ideas and insights, Porus Studio is daring 

and certain of the advantage of combining craftsmanship and tailoring with industrial processing 

techniques, creating unique and stunning design products.
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